To maintain output and product quality ‘year in year out’ on your Bronx, or other equipment, it is necessary to service it on a regular basis.

Bronx has the expertise and knowledge to keep your equipment running efficiently. Machine drawings and records of every Bronx machine built are held, so we can manufacture replacement parts to the original specification.

**Spares Parts:**
- Assessment on your equipment backed up by a detailed report.
- Complete spare parts service for Bronx and non-Bronx equipment.
- Fast turn-round of replacement and spare parts.
- Advice on holding spares.

**Service:**
- Operator and maintenance training.
- Refurbishing / rebuilding of machines.
- Machine Inspection.
- Scheduled service visits.
- Emergency breakdown service.

For more information on Bronx Spares / Service, please contact our Sales team or Sales Office.
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